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ABSTRACT

In this note we give the necessary and sufficient condition for a topological space X such

that the product space X xY is totally normal for any (non discrete) metric space Y, and we show

that a totally normal p-space need not be a perfectly normal in general, which makes Theorem 2 in

[4] doubtful.
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1. PRELIMINARY

Let X be a normal space. A topological space X is called hereditarily normal if every
subspace of X is normal, X is said to be perfectly normal if every closed subset of X is a G% -set
in X, and X is said to be totally normal if every open subset GofX can be written as a union of
a locally finite (in G) of open FCT-subsets of X. The concept of total normality was introduced by
Dowker [1] where the following are proved:

(a) a hereditarily paracompact Hausdorff space is totally normal.

(b) A perfectly normal space is totally normal.

(c) A totally normal space is hereditarily normal. P- spaces were introduced by Morita
[5] and for any metric space Y the two following results are proved:

(o) ° X x Y is normal space if and only if X is normal F-space.

(b)° X x Y is perfectly normal if X is perfectly normal.

The following lemma is due to Katetov [2]

Lemma 1 Let Y be a metric space and X x Y be a hereditarily normal space, then either X

is perfectly normal or Y is discrete.

2. MAIN RESULT

Theorem Let A* be a class of topological spaces such that the product X x Y is totally normal
for any (non discrete) metric space Y, then X € X if and only if X is perfectly normal.

Proof If X is perfectly normal space, then by (b) ° X x Y is perfectly normal and hence by
(b) X x Y is totally normal, so X e X.

Suppose x £ X. Let Y be infinite compact metric space, X x K i s totally normal space

so by (c) X x Y is hereditarly normal. Hence by Lemma (1) X is perfectly normal.

Corollary 1 If X is a topological space dominated by a covering {A\}\£& where each sub-
space A\ is perfectly normal, then X 6 X.

Proof Since such a space X is perfectly normal [6], the proof follows from the theorem.

Corollary 2 If X is regular Tp space with a cr-locally finite base, then X E X. The following
definition and lemma are due to Katuta [3] which are needed.

Definition let X be a topological space, a family {A\}xeA of subsets of X is called order
locally finite if we can introduce a total order p < \ in the index set A such that, for each \ e
A, {Aft} is locally finite at each point of A\.



Lemma 2 If a regular space X has two coverings {c\}xeA and (UX}X€A such that:

(1) c\ is compact, u* is open and c* C u> for all \ E A.

(2) {tt\}xeA is order locally finite.

Then for any paracompact regular space Y, the product I x 7 i s paracompacL

Example Let X be an uncountable set and let XQ e X. Let a subset of X be open if either it
does not contain xo or its complement is countable. With respect to this topology X is hereditarily
paracompact space. For let A C X, if xo £ A, then A is discrete. If xo € A and U is an open
coverings of A, then there exists UQ £ U such that xo G no and tto U {x}, (x G A\UQ) is a
locally finite open refinement of U. X is clearly regular Tr space and so Hausdorff. Hence by (a)
X is totally normal.

X is not perfectly normal. For an open set containing xo is of the form X\F where F is
countable, so that a Gs -set containing xo isfiiG^(X\F,) = X\\Jie^Fi where each discountable.
Hence the closed subset {XQ } of X is not a Gg-set. X is a p-space. For this purpose we define two
coverings {cx}x<=x and {ux}x^x of X which are indexed by the set X as follows:

(I) Cx = {x} for all x 6 X, ux = {x} for x ^ xo and E7I0 = X, then Cx is compact, Ux

is open and Cx C 17a: for all x G Z .

(II) {ux}xex is order locally finite with respect to any total order in X such that xo is
the first element. So X satisfies the condition of Lemma 2 and hence X x Y is para compact
Hausdorff for any metric space Y. i.e. X x Y is normal and so X is a p-space by (a ) 0 . Now we
state Mancuso's theorem (2) [4]. "If X is totally normal p-space and Y is a compact metric space,
X x Y is a totally normal p-space".

Remark Let Y be an infinite compact metric space, then by Lemma (1) X must be per-

fectly normal, so if every totally normal p-space is perfectly normal, then the theorem is true, but
according to the previous example that is not the case.
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